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February Program 
 

T he program for February will be 
an APS developed DVD titled The 

Doctoring of Postage Stamps...Philatelists 
Beware, by G.S. Joseph.  The 26 minute 
program will be shown at the second 
meeting of the month on February 20th. 
   At our first meeting on February 6th, 
Hubert Jansen will give a short talk 
on an event cover for Alaska Statehood 
plus a First Flight cover from Oakland 
to Chicago.   
   Hubert is one of several club members 
that give impromptu talks or shares his 
collecting interests with those in attendance.  
One of his most memorable was when 
he shared his encased postage collection 
with us.  It was nearly complete and of 
better than average condition.  Another 
was a complete collection of U.S. $1 
dollar bills from the first to the then most 
current—pretty awesome. 
   A number of the regular attendees  have 
given similar presentations—most notable 
are Walt Kransky and David Occhipinti; 
plus a number of others too numerous 
to mention. 
   The only reason I mention Hubert’s 
proposed talk is because I found out 
about it in advance.  I would like to 
find out about any future, “impromptu” 
talks that may be in the works, and can 
only report them if YOU share them 
with your editor.  And, I know every 
member of the San Jose Stamp Club 
has something they can give a short 
talk on.  You would be among friends 
so any worry about its importance, your 
ability to deliver or the amount of interest 
it would attract are not reasons to not do 
one.  It is precisely these kinds of talks 
that tend to generate interest and make 
the meetings successful, thus increasing 
interest, attendance and knowledge.  If 
every one of us would make the decision 
to make a couple talks this year it would 
improve every aspect of our club, thereby 
increasing interest, the membership, 
camaraderie and overall good feelings 
about not only the club but ourselves.  
   See you there???   

Chinese New Year is February 10th 

3-Man Show 
 

G ary Hoecker has scheduled his  
“3-Man Show” for February 

23ͬ ͩ & 24ͭ ͪ at the Sheraton Sunnyvale at 
1100 N. Mathilda Avenue in Sunnyvale. 
   In addition to Gary, with his extensive 
stock of U.S. stamps, will be Stamp Art, 
Tom Kinberg, with an extensive world 
wide stock and Asia Philatelics, Richard 
Clever, which is primarily the Asian area, 
but also with good worldwide inventory. 
   This time of year there are fewer shows 
than most of the rest of the year making 
Gary’s show very timely.  It’s a wonder 
at the diversity of material available at 
this small show with just three dealers. 

Ed Laveroni 
 

W e are very pleased to report that 
Ed’s prostate cancer was caught 

early and he is undergoing treatment 
for which the prognosis is very good. 
   Ed’s activities started with Filatelic 
Fiesta at a time when the show was 
teetering on the edge of failure.  He took 
on the exhibit chair when Mike Renfro 
was getting ready to move to San Diego, 
and the committee was down to three or 
four active members.  His energy was the 
beginning of the committee’s growth and 
assurance that the show would not only 
survive but grow—which it has. 
   His enthusiasm even rubbed off on his 
lovely wife Pat, who has helped with the 
show since—we’re even working on her 
to become a full fledged stamp collector.  
We must be very subtle on that front 
though as we don’t want to scare her 
off… 
   Ed, the club wishes and prays for you 
to have a speedy and full recovery from 
the bane of all men should they live long 
enough.  Besides, we have no one to take 
over your chores on the show committee.  
And, this is as good-a-time as any to ask 
club members for their exhibits for next 
fall’s Filatelic Fiesta—call Ed. 
   Now write a check for your delinquent 
dues to keep getting the newsletter. 
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Northern California Trivia 
 

Q  “High Tech Capitol of the World” is the title of what  
     California city? 
 

A  Santa Clara. 
 

Q  Where is the Sharpsteen Museum located?  
  

A  Calistoga. 
 

From Northern California Trivia  by Ernie & Jill Couch 

LOUISVILLE, KY — Nearly a century after it was first issued, 
America’s most famous stamp—the misprinted 24-cent Inverted 
Jenny—will be reprinted as a $2 stamp as part of the Stamp 
Collecting: Inverted Jenny souvenir stamp sheet.  
   The stamp was unveiled in Louisville during the AmeriStamp 
Expo at the Kentucky International Convention Center.  
   The sheet of stamps will be issued Sept. 22 to coincide with 
the Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum opening of the 
William H. Gross Stamp Gallery—the world’s largest stamp gallery.  
   This souvenir sheet features a new version of the most famous 
error in the history of U.S. stamps: the Inverted Jenny, a 1918 
misprint that mistakenly showed a biplane flying upside down. 
Reprinted with a $2 denomination to making them easy to 
distinguish from the 24¢ original.  

I  cannot tell you how surprised I was when I got the call from 
the APS about being awarded one of the Carter Volunteer 

Awards for 2012.  Wow, this was very unexpected!  It was 
great to see that my work to teach the stamp collecting merit 
badge being recognized.  I wish I knew who nominated me for 
this award as I would love to extend to him/her my appreciation.  
Some of you have contributed to our hobby for a very long time 
without recognition, so it humbles me to receive this award.  
All I can say is THANKS!  
   Wow, there is a lot going in the philatelic community.  Our 
club is growing and programs are developing.  We’re making 
plans for the road trip to the Sonoma County Museum in 
Santa Rosa to see the National Postal Museum exhibit “Mail 
Call.”  You can get more information at the website:  
sonomacountymuseum.org/exhibits/upcoming-exhibitions.aspx   
I’m also thinking about a second trip this summer—anyone 
interested in going to the Castle Air Museum?  No, there is no 
philatelic connection other than a bunch of us are interested in 
going!  So why not?  Do you want to go? 
   WESTPEX is coming up soon—April 26-28.  Please consider 
getting involved if you’re not working at the show.  There is a 
wide variety of ways to help, let me know if you’re interested 
in learning how.  Personally, I’ll be helping in the youth area 
on Friday and Saturday and hosting the stamp collecting merit 
badge program on Sunday.   
   As many of you know, I’ve been wrestling with a long period 
of unemployment.  I recently had an interview at eBay to join 
their collectable department.  It was really surprising that despite 
having approximately 2.5million philatelic listings, they have 
ZERO in-house knowledge of stamp collecting.  I’m attempting 
to convince them they need someone (me) to improve their 
service to stamp collectors to grow the business.  I was surprised 
that they don’t even know who their competition is.  Wish me 
luck! 

"[I]f the citizens neglect their duty and place unprincipled men 
in office, the government will soon be corrupted.  If a republican 
government fails to secure public prosperity and happiness, it 
must be because the citizens neglect the Divine commands, 
and elect bad men to make and administer the laws."                                                                           
                          —Noah Webster, History of the United States  

 “When the government fears the people,  
      There is liberty. 
 When the people fear the government’  
      There is tyranny.” 
                                                              —Thomas Jefferson 
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Postal History Collector Dates 
 

By Peter O’Neill for Stamp Collector 
 

I f there’s one thing any postal history collector needs to know 
again and again, it’s the day of the week.  Not for this year, 

but for all kinds of dates, going back centuries! 
   In some countries, at some dates, mails were accepted and 
postmarked on Sundays.  In other places, at other times, not only 
does Sunday mail not exist—there may be upward of 20 or 30 
religious or public holidays in a year when no mail was accepted.  
Many of those dates change year by year and—like Easter in 
our time—depend on the day of the week to be fixed. 
   Often fakers will apply stamps to entire letters or covers and 
tie them with bogus or doctored postmarks.  When they do, many 
just are not careful or knowledgeable enough to remember all 
these details—and you can spot a fake if the day of the week 
just isn’t right. 
   Sometimes you may want to calculate just how many days 
(or weeks, or even months) a particular cover took to travel 
from one place to another.  Postmarks tell you this—but they 
don’t allow for those empty days when the mails sit around 
waiting for staff to return to work, so you can end up several 
days off if you don’t check the exact days first. 
   But short of buying a massive collection of calendars (if one 
even exists), how do you figure out those days of the week? 
   I’ve seen all kinds of complicated systems, like those in the 
front of the Church of England’s historic Book of Common 
Prayer for fixing the Easter date, which depends on finding 
the “Golden Number.”  I’ve seen delightful dials made of 
cardboard—whizz around the outer disc, align it with the 
inner one and try to locate which of the little holes cut in the 
middle gives you the answer you want.   
   It all comes down to our crazy calendar system.  Every 29ͭ ͪ 
year, the exact cycle returns again.  That is to say, starting from 
January 1, every day of the year aligns exactly with the days of 
the one 28 years before it, and 28 days after it. 
   In between that, we have the leap year to cope with, and the 
fact that with 365 days in a normal year, there’s always one day 
left over at the end of 52 exact seven-day weeks. 
   Without leap year the pattern would repeat itself every seven 
years, but that leap year pops up every four years, throwing 
out all the dates after it.  That’s why the changes come back 
to normal after 4 X 7 = 28 years, as I mentioned before.  
   But, there’s another problem—only a little one, but it does  
matter.  Leap years are divisible by four—but the astronomers  

discovered bt using a simple system, they were off three days 
every 400 years! 
   The answer to that one was simple, but it’s the rule most people 
forget: when you come to the “00” year, it’s only a leap year if 
the first two digits of the year are divisible by four as well.  So 
the year 2000 is a leap year, but 1700, 1800 and 1900 were not. 
   Well. I kicked this idea around a lot.  Obviously, the trick was 
to figure out what day of the week was the first of every month.  
To get the later dates in the same month you just added the date 
to your coded number.  That helped simplify it: all I wanted now 
was a single code number to which I could add the date within 
that month—in that year, with an allowance for the missing 
century leap years. 
   And, of course, I had to remember that leap year dates only 
change the days of the week from February 29ͭ ͪ onward—from 
January 1ˢͭ to February 28 ͭ ͪ you are still in a “normal” year. 
   The obvious answer was to work out a system where, no 
matter what month of what year you were checking out, if the 
first day of the month was a Sunday (our traditional “first day 
of the week” in Western societies with a Christian heritage), 
the code could be zero.  Add the date—1 for the first, 2 for 
the second and so on—and you could read off the exact day 
of the week from a simple table that ran from 01 (zero plus 1) 
to 37 (the 31ˢͭ day of the week, plus the code number 6 for the 
last day of the week). 
   You think it all sounds complicated?  Well, I have done all 
the hard work for you, at least for every day of every month 
of every year from 1801 to 1900, and from 1901 to 2000.  I 
then found I had eight spaces left at the end of the table so I 
went through to 2008 to help you look forward! 
   What I have not done for you, simply because space does 
not permit, is to make tables before1801.  That’s why I’ve 
explained the whole system for you here.  If you really do 
need those older dates, an hour or so figuring and cursing will 
permit you to produce just the tables you need, using exactly 
the same system I have done. 
   Now a final tip for the modern age: feed it into your computer, 
and you should be able to call on the precise day of the week you 
want at the touch of a button.  I know it can be done, because 
I saw it working on the computer system used by British 
new-issue dealer Harry Allen.  He wouldn’t tell me how he did 
it, so I’ve worked it out myself—and now you have too. 
 

I know someone out there knows how to write a program for this system, 
perhaps even expand it, so we can all use it.  Also, how past adjustments 
to our (Gregorian?) calendar would affect it???-ed. 

Key to Tables  Example March 12, 1801: 
Find 1801, follow across to March where the Code is ).  Add 
12 for the day of the month gives you 12.  Check to table at left: 
12 = Thursday. Exactly the same system works for all dates. 
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Old Glory 
 

O n August 10, 1931 Capt. William Driver of the 
brig Charles Daggett hoisted the American Flag 

and said: “I name thee Old Glory.”   
It is the first recorded use of that sobriquet. 

Carrier Pigeon Secrets 
 

LONDON—Britain's world-renowned code-cracking intelligence 
experts have admitted they've met their match—in a dead pigeon. 
   The U.K's secretive communications intelligence agency, GCHQ, 
issued a statement Friday acknowledging it has been stumped 
by an encrypted message found attached to a dead carrier pigeon 
believed to have been sent during World War II. 

Remains of a wartime carrier pigeon, above, were found in a chimney in 
Surrey, England.  Intelligence experts have found the coded message it 
was delivering a challenge because of missing information. 

The U.K.'s modern intelligence practice dates back to WWI 
when it sought to decrypt radio traffic sent between Germany 
and its allies.  Over the years, it has intercepted an array of 
communications—from paper-based messages to ciphers such 
as those encrypted using the famous Enigma machine by 
Adolf Hitler's Germany, to messages sent via cyberspace. 
   Mr. Hill, a 68-year-old lifelong pigeon fancier and former 
builder, said GCHQ told him they weren't able to help because 
all the code books from the period had been destroyed and he 
is skeptical about efforts made to crack it. 
   He remains determined to get to the bottom of it. Mr. Hill is 
continuing efforts to trace the pigeon's identity numbers and has 
enlisted the help of a woman in France—who used to be part 
of the Resistance movement during the war—to try to find the 
keys to the code. 
   He believes the pigeon was likely used by intelligence agents 
in Bletchley Park, in part because the message is in code rather 
than written in long hand, which is how many in the services 
sent messages. 
   During World War II, the U.K. government enlisted some 
250,000 pigeons from owners across the country who signed 
up for the volunteer National Pigeon Service in exchange for 
pigeon feed. 
   The birds carried messages for the army, navy, air force and 
intelligence agents, including from behind enemy lines in Germany, 
France and elsewhere.  Among vital intelligence they carried: 
messages about the location of German bomb-making factories. 
   Thousands of pigeons were killed in service, according to 
Mr. Hill. Some were killed when the planes they were being 
transported in were shot down; others were taken out by German 
marksmen as they flew over the French coast; while yet others 
were eaten by falcons once they returned to British territory. 
   Of the some 40 animals awarded the Dickin Medal during 
the war—the animal equivalent of the Victoria Cross awarded 
to humans for bravery in battle—about 30 were awarded to 
pigeons, said Mr. Hill. 
   Mr. Hill's exhibit currently includes hundreds of pigeon-related 
items, from Dickin Medals to the orange boxes used to carry 
pigeons on bomber jets, in case the pilot was shot down and 
needed to send a call for help.  But he has his eye on the skeleton 
of the pigeon in question and its mysterious cargo.  "I'm hoping 
he'll donate it," said Mr. Hill of Mr. Martin, who found the bird. 
   The author of this article may be reached at:  
Cassell Bryan-Low at cassell.bryan-low@wsj.com  
   On Yahoo, remarks regarding this article included:  
A Canadian code enthusiast announced he cracked the code 
and the UK code breaking elite are mad about it. They claim 
the code can never be unraveled—because they weren't able 
to do it.  The Canadian said it's really a very simple code, based 
on acronyms, and that he deciphered it in 17 minutes.  It's like 
British Intelligence intercepted text messages and said, "These 
letters meant nothing to our greatest minds: OMG? LOL? #$
%$?  We will never know what this devious code means!"  
 

Reading the remarks to articles is half the fun of pursuing the story to 
it’s conclusion.  I wanted to include some images of pigeon stamps in the 
story (Such stamps are still being issued from time-to-time.) but ran out 
of room without going to another column.-ed. 

   The skeleton of the pigeon in question was found in the 
chimney of a private home in Surrey, in southeast England.    
Affixed to its leg was a small red canister with a handwritten 
message inside, under the heading "Pigeon Service." 
   The owner of the home, David Martin, began searching for 
someone to help him figure out the code—an effort that led him 
last month to the curator of the pigeon exhibit at Bletchley Park, 
a country estate some 80 miles to the north that had been home 
to the U.K.'s decryption experts during World War II and that 
today is a code museum. 
   Curator Colin Hill took up the cause and passed on the coded 
message to the intelligence agency. Their mission: to crack 27 
five-letter codes, listed in four columns. 
   The expert code breakers at Government Communications 
Headquarters, or GCHQ, based in Cheltenham, believe the 
message is consistent with techniques used during the war, 
when senders often used codebooks that gave the translation 
of each group of four-or five-letter codes relevant for a specific 
mission.  As an additional layer of security, the code groups 
themselves were sometimes encrypted by using methods such 
as a one-time key that both the sender and receiver could access. 
   But the current code-breakers quickly discovered they were 
missing key clues.  The destination of the undated message is 
unknown, given only as "X02."  And, although signed by what 
appears to be "Sjt W Stot"—an abbreviation of an old spelling 
of the rank of Serjeant—nothing is known of the individual. 
   Adding to the complexity: Although each pigeon used during 
the war was given an identity number, there were two such 
numbers in the message—NURP. 40. TW. 194 and NURP. 37. 
OK. 76—and either could have belonged to that particular bird. 
"Unfortunately, much of the vital information that would indicate 
the context of the message is missing," said GCHQ in a statement. 
"Although it is disappointing that we cannot yet read the message 
brought back by a brave carrier pigeon, it is a tribute to the 
skills of the wartime code-makers that, despite working under 
severe pressure, they devised a code that was undecipherable 
both then and now."  
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Tad Lincoln 
 

A braham Lincoln, no doubt, is one of the better-known 
American presidents.  Literally billions of words have 

been written about him.  Some is available about his illustrious 
wife, Mary Todd.  By comparison, very little is available about 
their sons.  While researching the Lincoln assassination, I wanted 
to seek the answer to the question: Where were his sons at the 
moment their father was shot?  What resulted was an often drift 
in emphasis in my research.  I ended up spending almost a 
year delving into the life of Tad (Thomas) Lincoln.  What I 
discovered was enough to bring both joy and tears to my eyes. 
Tad was born with a cleft palate.  (A cleft palate is a large hole 
in the roof of the mouth that is not suppose to be there.) 
Surgical intervention to correct the situation was unheard of in the 
1850's when he was born.  This cleft presented many problems.  
Among others, it was the cause of a speech impediment in the 
form of a lisp in Tad's voice.  This cleft caused diet problems; 
it made it impossible for the teeth to grow in straight which, in 
turn, made it difficult to chew.  As a result, Tad's diet consisted 
of items he did not have to bite into or chew very much.  Since 
blenders and other modern conveniences weren't available, much 
advance preparation of Tad's meals was needed before he could 
eat it.  Often, his mother, Mary Todd-Lincoln, would chew the 
meat until it became "mush" so that Tad would be able to eat 
it.  Despite these physical limitations, Tad didn't let himself 
"take advantage" of the situation to gain sympathy for himself.  
Instead, he displayed quite an insight for those in need.  These 
insights took many forms.  (A bit of trivia here.  In the famous 
engraving of Abe and Tad "reading" a book, it actually is NOT 
a book they are looking at.  Rather, it is a photo album.) 

   Another example of Tad's entrepreneurial enterprises to raise 
money for the Sanitary Commission concerns the ever-present 
street vendors that lined Pennsylvania Avenue during the Civil 
War.  The economy was tough in this era.  Unemployment was 
high.  Among the unemployed, those seeking money to live on 
took two forms: They were either beggars or street vendors. 
   Tad saw opportunity in this situation.  Several mornings a 
week he would leave the comfort of the White House with a 
butler friend at 9 and proceed to walk Pennsylvania Avenue.  
He snubbed the beggars and regularly bought food items from 
the vendors. He bought such things as apples and other fruits 
as well as beef jerky.  (Things he couldn't even eat? Glad you 
asked but you're getting ahead of me!)  In turn, he took his 
"haul" back to the White House.  Tad had a strong-hearted 
reason for doing so. 
   Even though there was a war going on, the president was VERY 
accessible.  ANYONE that wanted to have an audience with the 
president simply went to the White House between the hours 
of 11 and 2 PM and sat in the lobby to await their turn.  The 
president saw everyone from senators to grieving wives to 
people seeking an appointment to a government job.  Tad used 
this situation to help raise funds for the Sanitary Commission.  
He set up his own vendor's stand in the lobby to sell snacks to 
those awaiting to see his father!  The profit went to the Sanitary 
Commission. 
   Tad had a strong sense of priorities when it came to raising 
these funds.  He very well could have simply bought the food 
items wholesale from other sources.  Instead, he felt that by 
buying from the regular street vendors he was actually helping 
twice—once by helping the street vendors to raise money to 
support themselves on and secondly, by raising money for the 
war effort.  Tad realized that he had a captive audience so that 
he could justify charging more for his goods.  (Tad was just 
11-years-old at the time—Quite an insight for a lad of that age!)  
The selling of food items to people waiting to see Abe did not 
present much of a problem to Abe.  Though it was embarrassing 
at times, Abe saw it as harmless. 
   By way of format, when a citizen wanted an interview with 
the president, they presented their calling card to the valet and 
then waited in the lobby until their name was called.  This 
lobby was on the ground floor while the Oval Office was on 
the second floor.  In addition to the vendor's stand, Tad set up 
a "toll-stairway!"  Yep! He placed a broom handle across the 
stairway and charged a nickel to go up the stairs!  Abe put an 
instant stop to this enterprise.  Abe firmly told Tad that if he 
were to continue to raise funds for the Sanitary Commission 
he must find another way! 
   Tad did find another way.  Imagine Abe's sheer shock when 
this true scene took place: Abe was in an important cabinet 
meeting at the White House.  As he often did, Abe got up to 
wander about the room during the meeting.  When he reached 
the window over-looking the front lawn he gazed out.  What 
he saw made him flee from the room without even a simple 
explanation. 
   The commotion?  Tad was on the White House lawn with a 
few tables set up.  On these tables were some of Abe's suits, 
his mother's dresses and various other personal clothing of the 
Lincoln's.  Yep!  Little Tad was holding a "yard sale" to raise 
funds.  Again, Abe informed Tad that he must find another 
way to raise funds. 
   Tad was VERY clever in finding another way.  Can you 
imagine anything more harmless than asking dad for a pair of 
goats for pets?  (We must keep in mind that in the 1860's the 

   In the era of the Civil War, the equivalent of the Red Cross or 
the Salvation Army was called the Sanitary Commission.  This 
group did much to raise funds for bandages, hospitals and so 
forth to aid the wounded.  They often held fund raisers.  Tad was 
one of their most enthusiastic fund raisers. 
   What seems to be one of the first of these fund raising projects 
by Tad was right after the family left Springfield to come to 
Washington.  On several occasions, Tad would enter the Oval 
Office and ask his father if he could introduce some of his friends 
to him.  Abe, of course, was glad to oblige a brief interview.  
Tad would then call the person in, ask their name and then 
introduce them to "my dad, the president."  This process puzzled 
Abe.  Even if it was a new friend of Tad's, Tad surely would at 
least know their name.  It didn't take Abe long to figure it out.   
Tad was seeking people willing to pay a nickel to be introduced 
to the president.  This fund raiser was one of his shortest—Abe 
quickly put Tad out of this business! 

Nation of Readers issue shows Abraham Lincoln reading to his son Tad, 
Scott 2106 issued October 16, 1984.  The book on Lincoln’s lap was in 
reality a photograph album. 
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backyard of the White House there was already a stable.  There 
were horses, cows, chickens and pigs living there!)  An 
innocent request?  Hardly! Tad "got" dad again. 
   After getting the goats, Tad proceeded to hitch them to a 
small cart and then charging neighborhood children for rides 
in this unusual mode of transportation.  These rides normally 
occurred around the White House stable.  One day Tad made 
a fatal mistake.  Poor Mary Todd.  Here she was in the East 
Room having tea with several other influential women.  All of 
a sudden there was a loud commotion.  The ladies looked to 
the doorway.  Tad catapulted into the room with his goat-team 
sled filled with urchins, circled the room twice and then 
exited.  One can imagine the scene of a room filled with proper 
Victorian ladies in their hooped skirts and trying to jump out 
of the way!  Needless to say, the goats quietly disappeared and 
were never to be found again! 
   Tad's efforts to help the war were not limited to the actual 
raising of funds for the Sanitary Commission.  One day he 
approached his dad about getting a "real carpenter's toolbox" 
so that he could build furniture for the Old Soldier's Home. 
Dad complied.  Unfortunately, discretion was NOT the better 
part of Tad.  One can almost imagine the scene when Mary 
Todd Lincoln walked into the formal dining room to find Tad 
with his saw and cutting the elegant mahogany dining room 
table into pieces to make chairs for the hospital.  The toolbox 
also quietly disappeared never to be found again! 
   The time came when Abe HAD to sit Tad down and have a 
lengthy discussion with his son. While Tad's efforts to raise 
funds for the war effort were to be commended, Tad simply 
HAD to find an unobtrusive way to do so.  Up to this point, his 
enterprises were causing too much disruption and embarrassment 
to the White House.  After great thought it was agreed that the 
solution to the problem was for Tad to have a little theater 
built in the White House and Tad could put on plays to raise 
funds.  Abe gave the strict instructions that in building the theater, 
Tad could be there to supervise but under no circumstances 
was he to ever saw or hammer!  Abe also established many 
other rules for Tad to follow—Abe "covered" every angle he 
could think of!  To dad's relief, this project kept Tad happy.  
When a new play was to be put on, Tad simply solicited the 
owners of Ford's or Grover's Theatre for the props he needed.  
They happily complied.  Many a time Abe, Mary Todd and other 
dignitaries attended these performances.  Tad even charged 
his parents admission! 
   Yet another example of Tad's efforts to help those less fortunate 
than him concerns the daily throngs of people coming to see 
his dad.  As you recall, by way of process, when the person 
wanting to see the president entered the White House, they gave 
their calling card to the valet.  The valet would take the cards 
in order and then put them in a stack on a desktop. This desk 
was located in a hallway at the top of the stairs.  As each person 
finished their business with the president, the valet would then go 
to the stack of cards and call the persons name that was on top 
of the stack.  Many a time, however, Tad felt that this presented a 
problem: If others before them took too long and the closing 
hour approached, any remaining persons waiting would have 
to come back the next day and start the process over as that 
day's cards were thrown out.  Not to worry!  Tad was on the 
lookout.  Tad made a regular habit of visiting with those waiting.  
If the person had a particularly "sob" story—grieving widow, 
an unemployed family man and so forth—then Tad would help 
matters along.  He would quietly go up the stairs and move that 
person's card to near the top of the pile. 

   Tad was so insistent in wanting to do more to help the war 
effort that he finally talked his dad into making arrangements 
for Tad to be commissioned as a major in the Army.  Tad  
proudly went with Abe each time Abe went to inspect the 
troops.  He took his role seriously.  As the commanders 
saluted his father, Tad would also salute back and remove his 
cap.  On one occasion, some soldiers jokingly asked Tad to send 
along some "greenbacks." Not being sure what a "greenback" 
was he, of course, asked his dad.  Dad explained. When dad 
refused to give Tad some "greenbacks" to give to the soldiers, 
Tad quietly plotted another tactic.  Upon the return trip to 
Washington, Tad went over to the treasury building, secured 
an appointment with the director and simply asked him to 
have more "greenbacks" printed so that he could give them to 
the deserving soldiers.  Tad wouldn't take no for an answer.  
No amount of explaining would convince Tad that the solution 
wasn't as simple as printing more money. 
   In an attempt to solve the problem, Abe suggested that Tad 
send "care" packages to the troops.  Abe further suggested that 
the packages could be signed "A gift from Tad Lincoln."  Many 
a "care" package was sent in this manner.  Problem is that Tad 
would loot the White House of blankets, socks, books, and other 
reading matter and so forth to put in the packages.  Abe quietly 
allowed this to go on without complaining to Tad.  Another 
example of Tad taking his "commission" seriously relates to 
the viewing of the troops by the Commander-in-Chief—his 
dad.  Towards the end of the review, Tad would quietly leave 
his father's side.  Next thing dad knew, here would be Tad 
mingled in with the troops marching by and strutting his stuff! 
   A strictly military situation was not the only example of Tad 
taking his role seriously.  Tad had his own pony while in the 
White House.  Each time that mom and dad went out in their 
carriage for a ride, Tad would get his army uniform on, mount 
his pony and ride beside the carriage as a "guard."  He never 
wanted to ride in the coach, he always demanded to ride as a 
guard. 
   As we can see, Tad certainly was a remarkable child. While 
being born with a so-called handicap, he didn't use it to gain 
sympathy.  Rather, because he HAD a "handicap," he was 
better able to relate to those less fortunate than himself.  It 
goes without question that Tad certainly had insight much 
beyond his years. 
   By the way, the answer to the question as to where Tad was 
the moment his father was shot?  Tad was at Grover's Theatre 
in Washington watching the play Aladdin or the Magic Lamp. 
An unwary person, hearing the news on the streets of Lincoln 
being shot, rushed into Grover's, ran to the stage and shouted 
that Lincoln had just been shot and (erroneously) killed.  What 
a terrible way to be informed that your much-adored father had 
been shot.  Tad deserved better than that!  In fact, he deserves 
much more credit than history has elected to award him.  
 

From historybuff.com 
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A picture postcard of the public gardens in Hong Kong sent by parents on vacation to their daughter serving in the U.S. Navy and 
given to a hotel employee for mailing that did not take place.  There is no explanation of why the employee was arrested and 
prosecuted or whether or not it had anything to do with the card or the senders of the card.  It is, however, extraordinary that the 
card was recovered from that person, franked, and sent on to the daughter, all with the incredible little typed note glued and 
folded over the top edge of the card.  Well, this certainly created more questions than it answered—of which we likely will  never 
find answers to.  We know that it was added prior to posting as it’s tied to the card with a circular date stamp (CDS).  

The note reads: 
“This letter has been delayed as 
it was not posted by employee of 
the hotel to whom it was handed 
by the sender. Police have arrested 
and convicted person concerned 
and handed letter to the Post 
Office.  Postage has now been 
paid by the hotel and letter is 
forwarded herewith.” 
   The fact that the person arrested 
and convicted indicates the card 
was delayed for some period of 
time, however, we have no way 
of knowing how long as “Mother 
& Dad” did not date it. 
Guess we need Sherlock ASAP. 

   This little gem was found at 
a postcard show at the Hall of 
Flowers in Golden Gate Park 
last month.  A great many  very 
interesting cards and covers 
can be found at postcard and 
antique paper shows—all I’m 
sayin’ is that you should try a 
couple of them and see for 
yourself—just sayin’. 

( 
- - 
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Show Calendar 
——————————— 

3 Dealer Show 
February 23 - 24 

Sheraton Sunnyvale 
1100 N Mathilda Avenue, Sunnyvale 

Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 
Free Admission - Free Parking 

———————————- 
NovaPex 

March 2 - 3 
Redding Senior Center 

2290 Benton Avenue, Redding 
Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 

Free Admission - Free Parking 
———————————— 

FRESPEX 
March 9 - 10 

Veterans Memorial Building 
453 Hughes Avenue, Clovis 

Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 
Free Admission - Free Parking 

——————————— 
WESTPEX 
April 26 - 28 

San Francisco Airport Marriott Waterfront 
1800 Old Bayshore Highway, Burlingame 

Fri & Sat 10 - 6, Sun 10 - 4 
—————————–—- 

FEBRUARY MEETINGS ARE ON THE 6TH & 20TH 
MARCH MEETINGS ARE ON THE 6TH  & 20TH 

Parking 
Grass area with flag  
Main building 
790 Ironwood Drive 

The San Jose Post Card Club meets on the 2nd Wednesday of each month  
(except July & August) in the Hilltop Manor dining room.   

Visit the SJSC website at: filatelicfiesta.org 

Advertisements 

Members may place an ad here to run for three months unless sold.  Three at a time or as space allows.    
No politically incorrect, risqué, religious, illegal or offensive material accepted.  Editor will edit.  

U.S.: Legends of the West error sheet w/original mailer and 
all contents plus White Ace specialty pages.                                          
                                                             Cat $240+++ - $195.00  
 

Qatar: 53 - 60 + Perf & Imperf S/S MNH  Scouts                           
                                                                Cat $132.75  - $90.00 
 

St. Vincent: 186 - 97 MNH                      Cat $43.75 - $30.00  
 

Saudi Arabia: 254a MNH  Anti-Malaria S/S                                         
                                                                   Cat $25.00 - $15.00 
 

Singapore: 352a. Used S/S                                  Cat $5.00 - $3.00 
 

All prices plus shipping or mailing costs if applicable. 
  

I have many thousands of stamps/sets at 30 to 50% off Scott 
— send me your want list.  Call me. 
 

  Jim Sauer 408.445.2694 ~ hjamessauer@yahoo.com 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Walt Kransky’s website has changed:  
Now mostly philatelic material, covers, etc.— a few postcards.  
Website: http:www.thepostcard.com/walt/   
E-mail Walt @ wrsky@att.net   
Walt’s duplicate and extra postcards are still for sale  
Please use the word “POSTCARD QUERY” in the subject 
line of your e-mail message to avoid spam.  Thank you. 

NEW ISSUE SERVICE:  Japan, China/Taiwan, PRC, 
Hong Kong, Macao, Korea, Singapore and Ireland. 

»»»» EXPANDED WORLDWIDE STOCK ««««   
E-mail: richard@asiaphilatelics.com  Prompt service and fair 
prices. Visit me at www.asiaphilatelics.com  
Richard Clever 408.238.2894 ~ FAX: 408.238.2539 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
2012 Scott catalogues I - VI you receive as the new ones are 
issued starting in April—excellent condition.          $120.00 
 

Vatican City: C18 - 19 MNH 75th Anniversary UPU  
                                                                 Cat $130.00 - $75.00 
 

Papua New Guinea: 369 - 88 MNH                Cat $13.70 - $7.50 
 

Paraguay: 491 - 7, C225 - 32 MNH               Cat $7.00 - $4.00 
 

Poland: N17 - 29 MLH                                Cat $6.60 - $3.75 
 

As a SJSC member you may advertise here, so why don’t you? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
BUYING STAMPS, COVERS, POST CARDS, POSTAL 
CARDS, DOCUMENTS, AUTOGRAPHS.—What have you? 
Douglas Gary, (Serving Collectors since 1950 and Filatelic 
Fiesta Dealer since 1960).  P. O. Box 457, Cambpell, CA  95009 
Phone: (408) 274-3939.  E-mail: doug_gary@hotmail.com.   
Member ASDA, NSDA and APS Dealer Member.   

This is a member service — use it! 


